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Introduction
Howdy! And welcome the 2020 Breeders’ Cup Compendium, a collection of
information designed to fast track your awareness of the various facets
required for a successful Breeders’ Cup wagering expedition.
For only the second time, the other being in 2015, BC XXXVII (37, count them)
returns to the home of the US thoroughbred, Keeneland, Kentucky. The
weather is cool, and the turf track may ride soft.
The guide has lots of information for each race, as follows:
✓
✓
✓
✓

Race trends
Trends grid showing how contenders match up
Pace analysis
Key Trials links to race videos on the breederscup.com website

It is, of course, up to you, the reader, how you use the info.
However you decide to use this report, please bet responsibly (duh!) and remember that a little
knowledge is a dangerous thing, especially in pursuit of a late night weekend winner. ;-)
All that said, I hope the information within these covers provides for profit as well as fun.
Right, let’s get to it!
Matt Bisogno
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Notes
Some shorthand has been used in the grids within this document, as follows:
*= a Racing Post Rating, rather than a Beyer speed figure (US rating). The comparison, which is
not exact, is that RPR is roughly 12-15 points higher than Beyer
s= ran within four lengths of the leader
t= turf run / d= dirt run
2 or 3 in ‘G1 winner? Column’ = 2nd or 3rd in a Grade/Group 1
‘Bullet’ workouts are the fastest timed workouts of the day at a specific track/distance
SoCal: Southern California / RW: Road Warrior (has travelled a lot) / Ky: Kentucky /
NY: New York / Fl: Florida / Midw: Midwest / Can: Canada / UK: UK / Ire: Ireland / Fr: France
Ran sharp = A reference to finishing 1st, 2nd or 3rd, or within 4 lengths of the winner, used in the
BC bible, Crushing The Cup
Figs = figures, i.e. Beyer or RPR
Lasix = a permissible drug in USA that helps prevent horses from bleeding, banned in UK
LTO = Last Time Out
Wire = a confirmed front runner / Stalk = a prominent racer / Rally = a closer, or late runner,
normally held up in the early part of the race
Also Eligible / AE: In preference order, only get a run if others in the main order do not.
PACE:
LR = Last Run, 2LR = 2nd Last Run, 3LR = 3rd Last Run, 4LR = 4th Last Run
Scores: 4 – LED or less than ½ length from lead; 3 – ½ L to 1 ½ L; 2 – 1 ¾ L – 3 ¼ L; 1 – 3 ½ L+
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FRIDAY
7.30 pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf Sprint (5½f, Turf)
Key Trends (3 renewals to date)
A new race, which was run for the first time on the undercard in 2017, and now has full Breeders’
Cup status. Trends are virtually non-existent, so caution is advised.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

2017 Euro 1234 (13 last to first), 2018 US 123 (1st/2nd from wire), 2019 US 1234 (1st/2nd from
wire)
Wes Ward form: 268000 in 2017/18; 149 in 2019
Both main card winners were unbeaten (from 1 & 2 prior starts)
Both main card winners led all the way
‘18 winner won Listed only start; ‘19 winner won G3 2nd start

How the runners fit

Pace:
Gate speed will be crucial, the two renewals to date won by the early leader who wired the field.
Golden Pal is three from three on the speed but has the widest stall of all, and Bodenheimer (stall
10) has been on the lead in all four starts to date (1/2 length back in one of them). Momos (7) is a
third who blazes early and Into The Sunrise (11) a fourth. Hollie will get a great spin from box one
if she can break very alertly.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Second Of July [there are almost no trends for this race, so this is tenuous at best]
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8.10pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf (1m, Turf)
Key Trends (13 renewals to date)
Euro 8 US 5 (Euro 1st/3rd Kee 2015)
2-6 runs (10/13 had 3 to 5 runs - Prior Starts: 2-2/3-2/4-6/5-2/6-1)
4/5 US won at 1m+, only 3/8 Euro won at 1m (incl ’17 & '18 winners, however)
1st-3rd Fav 7 from 39 (13 renewals) – incl fav in ‘17, 2f in '18, 3f in '19
13/13 Top 3 LTO or within 2L of winner
0 Front Runner winners (8 CLOSERS, 5 PROMINENT)
6 of the 8 Euro winners plus Hootenanny recorded RPR of 110+; '16 winner 108 LTO, '18 winner
105 LTO
✓ 8/8 Euro winners placed in G1/2 LTO, or won lesser stakes; 3 of last 5 Euro winners placed in
Dewhurst LTO ('18 winner won G3 LTO)
✓ 5/5 US winners had won a Stakes and were placed 123 in all Stakes runs
✓ Euro winners 20-42 days absent (5/8 20 or 21 days); US 20, 34, 35, 49, 68 days absent
✓ Pilgrim Stakes considered a key prep: got 1st win in ’16, 2nd win in '19
✓ Only 4 WAYI races have produced Juv Turf winner
✓ Only 2 WAYI winners have won Juv Turf (Sum=Summer Stakes, Pil=Pilgrim, Bou=Bourbon,
Cha=Champagne)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

How the runners fit

Pace:
Very few of these have led in prior races, and Gretzky The Great and Ebeko looking the most
likely pace angles in what could be a messy enough race in behind.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Go Athletico, Mutasaabeq, New Mandate, Gretzky The Great, Sealiway, Fire At Will
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Juvenile Turf Form
Abarta got caught in traffic in the Bourbon (G2, 8.5f, this track, a key trial) and ran on well behind
the other late runner – who got first run – Mutasaabeq. There looks a lot less pace in this field.
Mutasaabeq was having his first run on grass on his third career start (mare was a turf winner) and
took a very wide course into the straight so entitled to step forward again with a clear passage.
Sealiway tracked the lead at Longchamp in 7f G1 last time; won by a big 8L (heavy ground). Hard to
take that form literally as impressive as it was. Before that, on good to soft, Sealiway could not
match the acceleration shown by Go Athletico. Athletico was beaten ½L on heavy over six furlongs
subsequently, given too much to do. Tactically versatile and has beaten Sealiway both times they’ve
met.
New Mandate has won his last three, most recently in the G2 Royal Lodge (1m, good). Pulled quite
hard early there, came from last to first just after the bushes and held on well.
Public Sector was odds on but given too much to do behind all the way winner, Fire At Will, in the
Pilgrim (G2, Belmont, 8.5f, key prep). PS went four wide into the straight where FAW had the rail
throughout. Fractions were steady enough.
Cadillac ran an encouraging race in the Dewhurst. Had a hint of trouble in the run but wouldn’t have
been closer than he was with a clear. He’d previously won the G2 Champions Juvenile at
Leopardstown (left hand bend) comfortably on his only 1m spin.
Outadore was clear best in a Listed 6½f turf sprint at Kentucky Downs last time, his second start. The
going was soft there and he’d previously won over a furlong shorter on firm, but whether he can get
a mile or be good enough is unknown. He is related to mile-plus winners, and Wesley Ward won this
in 2014 with a sprinter stretching out for the first time (Hootenanny).
Battleground, a son of BC Turf winner, Found, has won his last two, most recently in the Vintage
Stakes at Glorious Goodwood (7f, G2, good). Travelled very well there, picked up when asked and
stayed on all the way to the line. Off since late July is a worry but a long way to come if not fancied.
APOB has won this four times.
Ebeko, ex Paddy Twomey, won the Listed Zuma Beach last time in a three-way finish where he had a
smooth transit throughout. That implies the form is not all that in a race which has yet to cut any ice
as a prep for the Juvenile Turf. (There’s always a first time!)
Gretzky The Great had a perfect stalking trip when winning the G2 Summer Stakes (1m, firm) snugly
in the end. Form not working out well but he was a decisive victor.
Go Athletico has not been out of the first two in five starts ranging from 6f on heavy to 7f on good to
soft. He has the turn of foot needed for a race like this, but will need luck in running from stall 12.
Devilwala finished one place and a length and a half in front of Cadillac in the Dewhurst, a good trial
for this. He was 100/1 there whereas Cadillac was 4/1, and had the run of the race having led most
of the way. May bid for the lead again but will need an alert beginning from 13.
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The Lir Jet has been getting beaten over sprint trips, though he has run on well enough in them to
offer hope he’ll stay further. The widest draw of all makes things very difficult and his form is a fair
way behind other Europeans. Has to make a big leap forward.

Juvenile Turf Form Contenders
5/1 the field tells you what you need to know about this race! It’s wide open. Of the home
contingent, I slightly prefer the Bourbon form (Mutasaabeq, Abarta) over the Pilgrim (Fire At Will,
Public Sector), though PS has strong claims of reversing form with FAW. Outadore is unbeaten in two
sprints and wouldn’t be the biggest shock; but I’m not convinced by the form of either the Summer
Stakes (Gretzky The Great) or Zuma Beach (Ebeko).
The Euros have a fine record in the Juvenile Turf. Battleground has the layoff to overcome but has
strong form and is bred to improve over time; this may still be very early in his career. Cadillac is
obviously talented and is unbeaten left-handed at Leopardstown. Go Athletico has two verdicts over
Sealiway and a great turn of foot but has a tough draw and is unproven on faster turf.
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8.50pm GMT: Breeders Cup Juvenile Fillies (1m½f, Dirt)
Key Trends (36 renewals to date)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

15 of the last 17 had 3-5 career starts (exceptions, 2 starts, ’07 and ’17)
Last 17, career runs: 2-2,3-6,4-6,5+-3
Layoff: 30/35 were running within 30 days (‘16 winner 35 days off); (32/35 5 weeks off or less)
28/35 (80%) had a Grade 1, 2 or 3 win, from c.60% of the runners. 3/7 non-qualifiers placed in
Frizette (incl. ’17 winner)
19/24 improved Beyer when racing 7f+ for 1st time (excludes pre-Beyer BC's and winners
with no 7f+ form)
90+ Beyer = very strong, 80+ 1 or 2 starts = strong
32/35 were top 4 or less than 4L behind the winner last time out
Favourite is 18/35 (51%)
"Look beyond the obvious when trials were slow", favour lightly raced improver
21/35 (60%) had NOT won at the distance

How the runners fit

Pace:
Simply Ravishing is the most likely leader on the limited evidence to date, and she has the inside
post so will be keen to get a good beginning. Princess Noor may also gun forward from the widest
box, seven. It’s a small field and there ought to be an even, but no stronger, gallop.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Dayoutoftheoffice, Vequist, Simply Ravishing

Juvenile Fillies Form
Simply Ravishing set very even fractions on the front (unpestered) and drew away in G1 Alcibiades
(course and distance). Crazy Beautiful had every chance but bottomed out tamely. Thoughtfully
clean trip beaten 12L.
Simply Ravishing tracked the pace in the PG Johnson (7f, Aqueduct), and won going away. Was only
third favourite of four there.
SR’s trainer Kenny McPeek is 0/14 (3x2nd, 3x3rd) in JF.
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G3 Pocahontas: Girl Daddy was wide around the turn before getting first run on Crazy Beautiful in
the straight. CB had her chance to close up but failed.
GD’s trainer Dale Romans 0/3 in JF – best finish 5th
Dayoutoftheoffice won the G1 Frizette, beating Vequist (clean trip, no obvious excuses) by 2L. Both
travelled well in 2nd/3rd then ran wide into the stretch; pulled away from the remainder. Very big
speed figure.
Dayoutoftheoffice veered left/bumped rival in 6f G3 Stylerville; travelled well and draw away in the
stretch to win by 6L.
Dayout’s trainer Tim Hamm having his first Breeders’ Cup runner!
Princess Noor veered wildly left at the gate and hampered 2nd fav (which pulled up) when bolting up
in Del Mar Deb (7f, G1). Pulled away stylishly from probable non-stayers.
Princess Noor ran straight from the gate, was brave up the inner. Espinoza bided his time before she
outstayed them easily. Hard to know what she beat, but she crushed them.
PN’s trainer Bob Baffert 2/24 (5x2nd, 4x3rd) in JF. Last won in 2007. 3 beaten fav’s since 2012 from 5
runners
Princess Secret was brave in the lane (7f, ungraded stakes) to fend off persistent rival. Most
recently, over this trip she went wide and was again game in the straight to overhaul front runner.
Stays quite well but probably not good enough.
Vequist cantered home in the 7f G1 Spinaway, staying on strongly (fav pulled up, consequent form
doubt). Trainer Robert Reid Jr won the 2011 BC Marathon from just two previous BC starters.

Juvenile Fillies Form Contenders
Simply Ravishing, Dayoutoftheoffice, Princess Noor
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9.30pm GMT: Breeders Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf (1m, Turf)
Key Trends (12 renewals to date)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

8/10 US winners ran in Miss Grillo or Natalma, ’17 winner exited Jessamine, '19 winner minor
Stakes
US 10 Euro 2 (Euros in the two non-Lasix years – Lasix OUT in juvenile races this year)
1/12 finished top 3 or within 1.5L of the winner last time out (exception ran in Miss Grillo)
11/12 won at 1m+ (exception, Flotilla, 1.5L behind in Arc weekend G1)
All 12 finished top 3, or within 1.5L of the winner, in a Stakes race
Frontrunners 2, Prominent 6, Late runners 4
Layoff: 3wks-2 / 4wks-2 / 5wks-5 / 6wks-1 / 7wks-2 (Euro 4-5wks)
Prior Runs: US winners 2-6; 3-2; 4-1; 5-0; 6-1 / Euro winners 4-1; 5-1
80+ Beyer – 7/10 recorded 81+ (2 others had only 2 starts) / Euro RPR's 114, 106
2 Euro winners ran in G1 races LTO (1st, 1.5L 4th) - Euro^ = G1 LTO
Chad Brown has trained 5 JFT winners (4 in California), incl. 4 of the last 6
4 of Chad's 5 won the Ms Grillo - Editor At Large only 3rd
All US exacta: 5/12

How the runners fit

Pace:
A full field and some trouble in running can be expected. Aunt Pearl (5) has led in both starts to
date; Campanelle (10) also seems likely to be front rank as might be, with a clean break, Ken
Condon’s Miss Amulet (2). Royal Approval (11) is another who can go forward, meaning this could
be fast early and set up for a closer.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Aunt Pearl, Editor At Large, Madone, Plum Ali, Spanish Loveaffair
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Juvenile Fillies Turf Form
Alda was ridden cold in the G1 Natalma (1m), made good ground in the back straight but received a
bump turning in that knocked her into the five path. Stayed on well though never looked like
catching the winner (who is not entered here). Stays trip well.
Aunt Pearl perfect trip in the Jessamine (G2, course and distance) – very fast first quarter to
establish lead, then slowed it up/controlled the pace; kicked again at the top of the stretch, never in
danger. That was a new Jessamine record time by a full 1.4 seconds (7 lengths!)
Fastest horse is Campanelle, who won the 5f Queen Mary and the 6f Prix Morny. She’s obviously
classy, too, but those were straight tracks and this is a two-turn mile. If she settles she might stay but
she’s short enough against proven milers.
Oodnadatta has stall one. She wasn’t getting any nearer the two in front of her in the 7f G1
Moyglare and, while that’s strong form, she doesn’t look to have the requisite gear change.
Miss Amulet is fast at the gate, and has similar form to Campanelle on a line through Sacred
(tenuous). Got outpaced in 6f G1 Cheveley Park before running on into closing second. Will definitely
stay seven, not sure about a mile. Interesting.
Plum Ali had a bad start before cantering to the lead in a Listed race (1m). She then won the G2 Miss
Grillo, a key prep for this, quickening off steady fractions. She looks capable of better again in a truly
run race like the JFT. Editor At Large ran a 2L third (just missed second) in the Miss G, and represents
the Chad Brown angle (trained the JFT winner five times in its 12 year history); unhurried,
lengthened without threatening Plum Ali. Editor could have more to offer after just two starts.
Nazuna looks progressive. Her 2nd in the G2 Rockfel (7f) last time was her best run of four to date but
still leaves her with a bit to find. Should stay.
Tetragonal – formerly trained by Hugo Palmer – was slowly away, raced in last, before all but
running down Madone in the 1m Surfer Girl (Listed). Both came very wide into the straight (six path)
and finished much the best of the field. Previously Tetra had a bad trip behind Madone in another
Listed mile race, and she could come out on top of the two this time.
Mother Earth travelled well in the Fillies’ Mile (G1, soft) and quickened up smartly to about the
furlong pole before flattening a little. That was a top class effort and she’ll get this turning mile well.
Her best runs have come on soft ground, which is a reservation.
Royal Approval has not run beyond 6½ furlongs and was not really going away over six last time
(G3). Is bred to stay, but probably not good enough even if she does. Union Gables led in the Matron
but didn’t seem to get home; might have been more logical in the Juvenile Turf Sprint.
Spanish Loveaffair ran a 2½L second to Aunt Pearl in the Jessamine; handy in third, came to
challenge at top of the stretch but couldn’t go on. Still a very encouraging run, which backed up
another pretty quick effort in a Listed race at Gulfstream over a mile.
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Juvenile Fillies Turf Form Contenders
Very open. I’m not sure Campanelle will stay, and she’s short enough with that doubt. Aunt Pearl is a
legit fav, but does she need to lead? Plum Ali and Miss Amulet both interesting, also potentially
Spanish Loveaffair and Editor At Large (25/1 ?!).
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10.10pm GMT: Breeders Cup Juvenile (1m ½f, Dirt)
Key Trends (36 renewals so far)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

34/36 ran 123 or within 4L of the winner last time out
Look for solid workouts, especially off a longer (35+ day) layoff
Only 18 of the last 27 winners posted a new Beyer top LTO
17 of last 24 winners improved their Beyer racing at 7f+ for the first time
Uncoupled entries won in 2010, 2013 and 2015
Prior runs of US winners since 2000: 2: 5 (including 3 of last 7), 3: 5, 4: 6
Y/N - Previous runs, not what is declared for BC
(s) Synthetic track

How the runners fit

Pace:
Hot favourite Jackie’s Warrior (7) will not get a freebie on the front here, though he is drawn
inside most of the other speed. Dreamer’s Disease (10) and perhaps Classier (8), Likeable (4) and
Next (11) all tend to go hard early. A strong stayer, perhaps a deep closer, could spring an upset
as it looks like there will be no hiding place.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Jackie’s Warrior, Essential Quality, Reinvestment Risk, Keepmeinmind

Juvenile Form
Calibrate bumped with Keepmeinmind in run up to 1st turn of G1 Breeders’ Futurity (course and
distance of BC Juv), Keepme suffering slightly more; Keepme was then caught in traffic before
finishing well enough. Calibrate may not have stayed the trip. Meanwhile, on the front, Essential
Quality was unhurried and all class, easing away in the straight.
Classier bolted up in MSW, showing terrific gate speed to put distance into his field; didn’t look
obviously like a mile-plus horse.
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Dreamer’s Disease won an allowance race reverting to dirt last time. He controlled the early pace
then kicked on the home turn recording closing furlongs of 11.9 and 12 seconds. Stays well and has a
closing kick (off steady early pace).
Jackie’s Warrior is electric at the gate and looks sure to lead. He does his good work in the first half
of the race and hangs tough, decelerating, later on. Has a tendency to lug off the home bend.
King Fury won a Listed stakes last time having previously been no match for a number of these in the
Breeders’ Futurity, without obvious excuses.
Likeable won a mile MSW gate-to-wire, but nothing behind has done anything to frank the form.
Looks up against it.
Next showed good early to go trap-to-line in an allowance race for last time winners, clearing away
by 12L at the line! That was a first dirt start and, while he needs to step forward and resist a speed
duel up top, he’s entitled to improve again.
Reinvestment Risk has seen the back of Jackie’s Warrior the last twice in G1 company. His best
chance is for the front-end speed to burn out, but even then he might pay for sitting too close to
that speed. He’s a short enough price and doesn’t appeal especially to me.
Rombauer was stone cold last on his dirt debut (G1 American Pharoah, BC Juv distance) before
making ground against steady enough fractions to finish second. Might have beaten the winner in a
more truly run race. Potentially interesting dark horse, Argentinian bred for stamina.
Sittin On Go was waited with early in the G3 Iroquois (1m), got caught in traffic, made his bid five
wide around the turn and still drew away by 2½ at the line. He is a strong stayer who will appreciate
a fast pace.
Smiley Sobotka had a wide trip but saw daylight all the way in MSW last time. He was good enough
to master that field but won’t be good enough for these.

Juvenile Form Contenders
The fastest horses may all get locked into a speed duel. As such, I’m playing for a closer. Sittin On Go
looks a fairly solid e/w play, and Rombauer at bigger prices is also worth a tickle. This could be
lightning early and super slow late…
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SATURDAY
5.02pm GMT: Breeders Cup Filly & Mare Sprint (7f, Dirt)
Key Trends (13 renewals so far)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Age: 3-2; 4-6; 5-4; 6-1 (3yo's 2 from 35 to date, incl 11/10 fav in ’17, unplaced; 10 of last 12
winners all 4 or 5 yo; '18 winner 3yo, 20/1; '19 1st/2nd only two 3yo's in the field)
12/13 finished in the top 3, or within 3L of the winner, last time (not ’17 winner)
10/13 won at 7f; 5/13 2+ wins at 7f
10/13 won or were 2nd in a G1 ('17 winner 2nd 7f G1 2 yrs ago, '18 winner 1st G2 LTO, only 7f
start)
TCA at Keeneland is a key prep (albeit over 6f) – Inthemidstofbiz
PID Masters also key race –
Surface switch (synth or turf to dirt) : 7/13 winners; '18 winner 1stx2 on synths prior to final
prep on dirt
Fav 4/13, 2nd fav 2/13, 3rd fav 0/13. 7/13 4th or lower in the betting

How the runners fit

Pace:
Gamine (2) will gun for the lead as usual, but so too might Serengeti Empress (7) and Venetian
Harbor (6). Will be fast early, slow late. Small field but still could be one for a midfield/closer.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Gamine, Bell’s The One, Serengeti Empress, Inthemidstofbiz

Filly & Mare Sprint Form
Speech had bad trip in Ky Oaks: squeezed out at the start, three wide most of the way then
squeezed again when making ground home turn. Respectable 4th in circumstances. Previously had
turned over odds-on fav Venetian Harbor in G1 Ashland (course, 8.5f, went ahead around 7f).
Gamine was lightning from the gate in the G1 Test (7f), set fast fractions and recorded a fast final
time in what was essentially a match with Venetian Harbor. Lots of other speed in here, with both
Serengeti Empress and Inthemidstofbiz capable of 22-flat first quarters.
Didn’t get home over 9f in the Ky Oaks; possible a mile is her best trip but she’s clearly fully effective
at 7f and a fantastic filly. Bullet work (best of 65 over 5f that day) recently.
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Come Dancing resisted crazy early fractions in 6f G2 last time; came home best as leaders wilted.
Previously, over 7f (G1), she had come five wide into the lane then ducked in behind runners; ran on
too late 3L behind Serengeti Empress.
Serengeti Empress missed it half a beat in that race but still led by the first call; she’ll provide pace
contention for Gamine, though has a wider draw from which to do that.
Inthemidstofbiz won strong prep race, TCA (6f G2, this track), as a 12/1 shot. Stalked 22.1 first
quarter, made three wide run into the lane, cleared away by 3L. She’d previously led all the way in
Listed company (6f) off a 22.1 opening quarter. One of three potential pace challengers to Gamine.
Won last three, tries 7f for the first time.
Sconsin won 7f G2 last time, waited with 8L back off 22.1 first quarter. She finished with strong
fractions to record a win in a solid 96 Beyer, easily her best in eight career starts to date. This is
tougher but likely to get her optimal pace setup.
Venetian Harbor has led in five of her six dirt races, and was a half length behind Gamine at the first
call in her other start. She went wire to wire last time, but by a dwindling neck margin a course and
distance G2. Her numbers are consistent but she may be compromised by the projected searing
early speed.
Serengeti Empress went a half mile in 43.77 when losing a head bob to Bell’s The One last time (7f,
G1). They might go even faster than that here. Bell’s The One was six lengths back at that half mile
call and finished best; Sally’s Curlin also finished from downtown – fully 7½L back at the same call
point. She made up four lengths in the last half furlong against wilting rivals and will bid to do the
same again. She was 14L (!!) back in Gulfstream G3 (7f) before rattling home to win by daylight three
starts back: this will be her setup.
Bell’s The One is also at her best off fast fractions and is the proven class in that context, her G1
score against Serengeti last time the standout ‘closer’ form. That seems well factored into her price
already. Her trainer hits at 9% this year (Bob Baffert is chugging along at 29%!).

Filly & Mare Sprint Form Contenders
This looks for all the world like a pace collapse. Gamine is the class of the field and probably the
‘speed of the speed’; but she’s going to face challengers through the first half mile, which could go in
something near 43.6 seconds. If it does, she’ll be an amazing filly to see it out (she might be!), and
the value call may be to look at closers. Bell’s The One is the most credible – and priced accordingly –
so perhaps Speech from midpack, or Sconsin or Sally’s Curlin from way out west are worthy of
consideration. The last named is a huge price and will be running when others are wilting, albeit
spotting them 15 lengths-plus quite possibly! Will be a fascinating race to watch.
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5.39pm GMT: Breeders Cup Turf Sprint (5f, Turf)
Key Trends (12 renewals so far)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

9/12 were already distance winners (check for specific 5½f distance form)
Age 3-1; 4-4; 5-3; 6-3; 8-1 (all largely in line with representation)
10/12 winners were top 3 or within 3L of the winner last time out (not ’17 winner)
10/12 had 99+ Beyer; 12/12 96+ Beyer
11/12 had 4+ starts in year
11/12 had a 28+ day layoff (19 winner off 5 months)
12/12 placed in Graded Stakes (8/12 WON Graded Stakes)
Europeans 0 from 11 so far
Favourite is 4/12
Peter Miller has won the last three renewals, had 1,2 in 17&19!
Y/N - Previous runs, not what is declared for BC
CT - Class turnback, as deployed by Bobby's Kitten 2014
*Btn 1/2L in 4th

How the runners fit

Pace:
Not as much pace in here as is often the case, ostensibly at least. Despite that, Bombard (10), and
the inside duo of Big Runnuer and Just Might should tow the along at a good lick. If Glass Slippers
can break alertly and handle the turn, she’ll have a squeak. If.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Diamond Oops, Got Stormy, Leinster, Just Might, Into Mystic, Wildman Jack
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6.18pm GMT: Breeders Cup Dirt Mile (1m, Dirt)
Key Trends (13 renewals to date)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

11/13 ran in a Grade 1 or 2 last time out (19 winner ungraded stakes LTO)
All 13 notched at least one 100+ Beyer in their last two races
9/13 had 5+ runs in the year, 8/13 had 6+ runs in year
# of runs from 2012: 5-8-4-3-3-9-4-7 (tendency to less)
Seasonal run breakdown: 3-2/4-2/5-1/6-2/7-1/8-2/9-2/10-1
Layoff: 10/13 27-42 days ('18 winner 70 days, '19 winner 20 days)
7/13 'turned back' in distance (2/4 exceptions were Goldencents)
Top 3 favourites: Fav 2/13; 2nd fav 3/13; 3rd fav 1/13 [7/13 outside top 3 in betting]
Age 3-4/4-7/5-1/6-1 = 11/13 3 or 4yo
12/13 had won a Graded Stakes

How the runners fit

Pace:
Knicks Go (5) is the assured pace, with little else showing consistent propensity to be in front
early. Art Collector (1) has a draw to hook up with Knicks, but there’s not a ton of speed in here.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Art Collector, Complexity
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6.57pm GMT: Breeders Cup Filly & Mare Turf (1m1½f, Turf)
Key Trends (21 renewals to date)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

US 12 Europe 9
8/8 US winners 1st/2nd LTO; 3/4 ex-Euro imports 1st LTO; 1/9 Euro 1st LTO!
Layoff: US/import 10/12 35 days or less; '18 winner off 84 days (Chad)); Euro, anything goes!
Age: 3: 6 (all Euro, including 16, 17 & 19 winners); 4: 9; 5: 4; 6+: 1
US have won 6 of last 10 and 8 of last 13
19/21 - 4-7 runs this season (other 2 had 3 starts)
9 of 12 US winners had a race at Keeneland that season
Since 2012, Chad Brown 4 Europe 4 (all 11/1 or shorter)

How the runners fit

Pace:
Mean Mary (4) may get loose on the lead: she is in front perennially and only Mucho Unusual (8),
Terebellum (7) and Rushing Fall (6) have led in any of their last four races. A packing stacking
field may mean the filly/mare with the least troubled passage gets the prize.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Audarya, Cayenne Pepper, Rushing Fall, Terebellum, Civil Union
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7.36pm GMT: Breeders Cup Sprint (6f, Dirt)
Key Trends (36 renewals to date)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Since 2007, the BC Sprint winners came into the race with a combined 80/150 lifetime win
record (53%)
Last 26 winners had at least 50% 1-2 strike rate at 6f
27 of last 28 winners notched at least 103 Beyer in same season
34/36 won a G1-3 that season
1+ 6f wins AND ran sharp 7f last 12 months a solid recent angle
21 of the last 27 had 2+ 6f wins that season
13 of the last 22 winners were 50%+ lifetime winners
12 of last 16 winners had 5 or fewer seasonal starts (19 winner 6 starts)
19 of last 26 winners showed a bullet workout

How the runners fit

Pace:
A lot of wide drawn speed here. Yaupon (10), as well as potentially the Japanese runner, Jasper
Prince (13), look the pace angles. Frank’s Rockette (6) is another who can press.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Yaupon, Vekoma (NR), Whitmore

Sprint Form
Empire Of Gold contested hot early fractions last time in a course/distance G2, hung tough, gave
best late to Diamond Oops (perfect trip from 3rd). Echo Town also involved in early pace, no extra.
Whitmore was in traffic throughout, wide into the lane, flattened out 4th. Echo Town best form
probably 7f.
CZ Rocket won all five since moving to Peter Miller, last two in G2 company. Just prevailed in 6f G2,
stays 7f, but may not get the cleanest trip with his run style and draw. Collusion Illusion 3rd, close up,
in that G2.
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Collusion Illusion sat off electric fractions (21.58, 44.73) in the G1 Bing Crosby before staying on late;
just held even later run of Lexitonian (not entered). The faster early the better for him as figures not
fast enough if evenly run.
Bon Raison won a decent allowance race last time in a fast time, set up by strong fractions; he
finished best to just prevail from Manny Wah. Hard to see him repeating in this deep field.
Manny Wah doesn’t win often enough to be credible here – just 3/20 lifetime.
3yo filly, Frank’s Rockette, comes here rather than FM Sprint because of the trip: 6f rather than 7f.
She’s won her last four, including a 7L score against mares last time. She races handily and finishes
well but has yet to face male opposition and her numbers are south of 100 thus far. But then, so are
most of the other runners!
Whitmore has finished 8th, 2nd, 3rd in this race and has the biggest 2020 figures in the field. He’s been
getting beaten recently but his Oaklawn form would put him in the mix again. Probably has the right
pace fit, too, though is versatile in that regard.
Firenze Fire won well in a weakish Vosburgh (6f, G2) and the time was solid. Finished 7th, 4th, 5th in
different races last three Breeders’ Cups.
Empire Of Gold is a faintly progressive 3yo but doesn’t look fast enough or have an enticing win
profile. Did run a good race behind Diamond Oops last time.
Yaupon is the speed angle: in just four career starts, this 3yo has gone gate to wire in the last three,
and is unbeaten in all four. He was challenged for the lead last time (6f G3) but burnt off that rival to
score by 4L. Prior to that in G2, he wired them comfortably. Not electric from the gate he hits top
gear quickly and finds a way to the front, but even half a step slow from stall 10 will present a
problem.
Diamond Oops was running over a mile at the start of this season, before sprinting home on the turf
and then most recently scoring in the track and trip G2 Ogden Phoenix, beating Empire Of Gold, Echo
Town and Whitmore. That was his best of four this term – and was entitled to be under more
favourable conditions. Last season, he was 8th in the Dirt Mile, and stays that far; but this gig,
especially if speed is contested, is within his compass.
Last year’s 6th, Hog Creek Hustle, is 0 from 8 this year and 1 from 16 in the last two years. If they
went a million up front he might sneak 4th, but he’s pretty hard to fancy.
Japanese runner, Jasper Prince, is a wild card. He’s been quick early in his races and stays 7f, so
might be part of the pace setup here. Got perfect track position from stall 12 when winning last
season, so draw not a write off. A big ask but interesting to see how he fares.
Vekoma doesn’t run (fever), so Lasting Legacy draws into the race. Looks outclassed on all known
form.

Sprint Form Contenders
Yaupon is the most obvious: unbeaten in four, he looks progressive and will face little pace
contention early as long as he breaks well. Diamond Oops and Firenze Fire are old stagers with
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squeaks, and I respect C Z Rocket’s trainer in sprints though don’t love this horse’s form. Whitmore
and maybe even Jasper Prince would play a part but Yaupon may take some catching.
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8.15pm GMT: Breeders Cup Mile (1m, Turf)
Key Trends (36 renewals to date)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

17 of last 18 winners had 4-6 seasonal starts (19 Uni 3 starts)
16/18 winners since 2002 had 2+ mile turf wins (exceptions, Karakontie 2014, Expert Eye
2018)
Repeat winners common (Miesque, Lure, Da Hoss, Goldikova, Wise Dan - Uni?)
16 of the last 24 were US winners; 7 French-trained (UK/Ire 1 for 75 since 1995, Expert Eye in
2018)
Only Goldikova (x3), Karakontie & Expert Eye have stemmed US dominance since 2004
8/10 3yo winners were Euros (4 fillies); 12/13 5yo+ winners were US (exception Goldikova
#3)
Euro G1 win important, US any Graded win (Expert Eye no G1 win)
24 of the last 26 ran 123 last time, or finished within 4L of the winner
Career record at 1m of BC Mile winners since 2002: Runs 140, 1st 81 (58%), 2nd 30 (21%)
Thus, the last 18 BC Mile winners had a collective 79% 1-2 record at the distance
No front runner has been 1st or 2nd since 2000

How the runners fit

Pace:
Factor This (13) and Halladay (10) will press on, as might Circus Maximus (1) if Ryan Moore can
break smartly. That might help to stretch the field and limit the crowding in behind. It still tends to
be the best trip (clearest passage through traffic) that wins it, though.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Ivar, Raging Bull, Uni
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Mile Form
Circus Maximus well drawn for a bid to lead, but probably not fast enough against Halladay/Factor
This. Has been off the boil in recent starts.
Kameko’s form on straight tracks is 2111; on turning courses it is 12444. Probably needs stiff straight
mile test; this is not that. That said, the level of his form is the best in the race.
A fast ground two turn mile could be ideal for Lope Y Fernandez. He has acceleration at shorter trips
and, as with Expert Eye – a 7f horse who is the only UK/Ire winner of the BC Mile since 1994 – he
ought to get away with the distance in a race where they’re on the turn for much of it (in other
words, not going full tilt like in a straight track race).
Siskin is unbeaten in five Irish starts, two of them G1, but was withdrawn at Newmarket as a 2yo and
has been beaten in UK and France the last twice. It might be that he’s not a good traveller, although
that’s a dangerous assertion on such limited evidence. His Moulin run was flat, however.
Factor This went hard first half mile before slowing up third quarter in 9f Turf Classic (G1, firm); run
down late by Digital Age, who was waited with, got daylight in the straight and quickened smartly.
Digital is one of Chad’s squad.
Safe Voyage has something of Mondialiste about him: an older well-travelled horse from the north
with a chance in here. Mondialiste was 2nd to Tepin in 2015 – the only other time BC was held in
Keeneland – so maybe lightning can strike twice. His Foret run, closing to within a neck of One
Master, was rock solid; but that was heavy and this is firm. He’s been consistent in recent runs.
Ivar was ridden quietly towards rear – Casa Creed led/controlled – and quickened smartly in the
straight, comfortably holding late run of Raging Bull who had been last into the lane.
March To The Arch, waited with, picked up the pieces in a 1m G2 at Woodbine, the speed going too
hard. He followed that up last time with 2nd in the Woodbine Mile (G1), running almost exactly the
same race but getting holed up in traffic in the straight; closed well when clear, too late.
One Master, a 6yo mare, is a 7f specialist, which might be ideal (Expert Eye blueprint). She travels
well and has a withering turn of foot; handles any ground. Closely tied to Safe Voyage on Foret and
City Of York form lines, but probably better kick.
Halladay has wired his field in three of his last four starts, most recently when counting Casa Creed
(3rd, stalked, couldn’t close), Raging Bull and Uni (5th and 7th, held up, never nearer) in his
vanquished. One of two likely pace angles, excluding Circus Maximus.
Ivar is ex-Argintinian, with just four US turf starts to date, two of them wins, most recently in the G1
Shadwell Turf Mile (course and distance). That was an impressive finish and this race sets up
similarly.
Uni had a pretty good trip in G1 First Lady (course and distance) last time; sat midfield, she was
taken wide into the straight but closed down the leader for a fairly comfortable score. That was a
season’s best (from 3 runs), but she’s still a bit below last season where she won this race.
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Factor This made all in a weak looking G2 on yielding last time (8.5f), though he was much the best.
Has won five of last six (2nd to Digital Age in G1 other start), all in stakes company. He is a very bold
front-runner but with Halladay in the field as well may be spent earlier than usual. 0 from 6 at a mile.
Late running Raging Bull has the outside post for his charge. Four G1 starts this year have brought a
win, a second, a third and a fifth placed finish. Closed well behind Ivar last time without threatening
to overturn that one. Is capable but will need a miracle trip to pass all.

Mile Form Contenders
Very, very competitive. The pace looks set to be strong and contested by Halladay and Factor This,
with Circus Maximus stalking. Safe Voyage and Kameko may also be close up to midfield; but I think
the winner will come from further back. Digital Age and Ivar are two US-trained runners that fit well.
But very few who would rank as total shock winners.
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8.54pm GMT: Breeders Cup Distaff (1m1f, Dirt)
Key Trends (36 renewals to date)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

28/36 won by 3 or 4yo's (19 winner 6yo!)
17/36 won by 4yo's (including 10 of the last 18)
35/36 finished top 3 or within 4L of winner last time out
21 of the last 29 winners ran 6-8 times in the year (19 winner 5 runs)
26/32 1m1f Distaff winners had won at the distance already
Layoff: 29/36 35 days or less
25/32 1m1f Distaff winners had won a Grade 1 in same year
The favourite is 15/36 (42% SR)
33/36 had recorded a Beyer of 100+ (19 winner 97 top LTO)

How the runners fit

Pace:
Lady Kate is the most likely leader, and she may set untroubled fractions. If she does, she has a
chance to hold on for a place at a big price. Only a chance, mind. Should be an evenly run fair
contest.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Ce Ce, Horologist, Swiss Skydiver

Distaff Form
Ollie’s Candy held in second behind Fighting Mad (not in Distaff) in Clement L Hirsch (G1, 8.5f), with
Ce Ce, slightly slow away but no real excuses in third.
Back in April, Ce Ce got the better of Ollie’s Candy when the latter vied for a heavily contested lead
(8.5f, G1). Credit to Ollie for hanging tough, and I wouldn’t be completely convinced that Ce Ce will
stay. Distaff unlikely to be a pace collapse for Ce Ce.
Ollie’s Candy has been more tractable pace-wise in recent spins, and is ultra-consistent having not
been out of the first three, or beaten more than ¾L in her last four runs (all G1). She was unlucky in
the G1 Spinster last time (course and distance) having got caught in a pocket and then running on
too late. Stayed well off an even gallop and looks credible each way.
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Valiance was the one she couldn’t get by there and she looked a little flattered by the result. Her
profile is progressive but she’d need to step forward again to confirm placings granted a clean trip
for both.
Harvest Moon, a 3yo, is four from four on dirt, most recently in a Santa Anita G2 (8.5f) where she
beat Fighting Mad. Unimpressive in victory having swept up to the girth of the leader. Similar story
previously in the G3 Torrey Pines. Possible I’ve underrated her but not for me.
Horologist came out best when she met Point Of Honor and Dunbar Road in the G1 Beldame.
Mental fractions set by fading pace setter and Horologist was 7L back at the third call. Closed to the
lead at the stretch call and won by 3L at the finish.
Point Of Honor was 14L (!) back at the second call and closed into second in the Beldame, with
Dunbar Road not subjected to quite such exaggerated waiting tactics but unable to get involved in
the lane.
Dunbar was 5th in last year’s Distaff and doesn’t appear to have the credentials to be involved this
time.
Point Of Honor has been beaten in her last seven races (no worse than 3rd in any of them).
Horologist has been busy – seven starts in 2020 – and found her best form recently with G3 and G2
scores either side of a G1 3rd behind Monomoy Girl. She under-performed in that G1 but put up solid
Beyer numbers either side.
Swiss Skydiver will be having her TENTH start of the year, and won the G1 Preakness against the
boys last time. She’s had hard races, notably last time when just a neck in front of Classic fancy
Authentic. She has the talent, her 105 figure from the Preakness the best in the field this year, but
that hard season has to catch up at some point.
Monomoy Girl has won 13 of 14 lifetime, second in the other one (DQ’d placed second in another),
and is unbeaten in three years excluding the DQ. She won this last year from stall 11 of 11 and gets
10 of 10 this time. Her best figure this year was when getting a perfect trip in the G2 Ruffian over a
mile, but she’s not recorded a rating above 98 in three 9f spins. She seems to outclass them at the
trip without it being optimal. She’ll be hard to beat but is not invincible.
Lady Kate looks the pace. She hung on to the underneath in the exacta behind Monomoy in a G1
two back but was no match for Valiance and Ollie’s Candy last time; maybe that prior run had left its
mark? In any case, her numbers are nowhere near good enough.

Distaff Form Contenders
The obvious pick is the reigning champ, Monomoy Girl. She is likely to go off short, depending on
how much betting action Swiss Skydiver takes, and of the two I prefer her because she’s had less
miles on the clock this year. The Skydiver looks the stronger stayer, with scores over 10f and 9.5f
already this term.
If Monomoy faltered and Skydiver checked out for the season – big IF – who might pick up the
pieces? Ollie’s Candy is perhaps the most likely candy-date.
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9.33pm GMT: Breeders Cup Turf (1m4f, Turf)
Key Trends (36 renewals to date)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

24/25 winners to have raced at the distance had been at least 2nd (Found in 2015 the
exception)
Layoff: US 35 days or less (19 winner off 3 months); Euro any
36/36 aged 3-5yo; 6yo+ 0/53
Euro 3yo's 7; US 3yo's 2 (last one in 1989)
28/36 won G1 that season (7/8 exceptions were Euro, & averaged 13/1)
12/22 Euro winners last ran in the Arc (not usually the 'obvious' one, though Enable doubled
up in '18)
Arc winners are 1/7 in same season (Enable first horse to do the double)
8 US winners ran in Joe Hirsch, six of them winning that key prep (Channel Maker, age 6)
23/26 since '94 had 3-8 starts - 3-4; 4 or 5-7; 6 to 8-12 (5 of last 8 had 6-8 seasonal runs, Enable
won off just 2 runs in '18)
Every winner to have had at least two 1m4f runs won or was 100% ITM at the distance
Europe 6 1/2 US 5 1/2 in SoCal (DH in 2003)
Last 21 renewals: Europe 15 1/2 US 5 1/2

How the runners fit

Pace:
Channel Maker (9) to the front; United (7) close up, the rest probably biding their time ready to
kick on the turn for home. This field is almost entirely comprised of late runners, though Magical
is tactically versatile and may be handy.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Lord North, Magical, Mogul, Tarnawa

Turf Form
Arklow finished 4th and 8th in the last two BC Turfs. Won a G3 prepping for this; late runner unlikely
to be able to live with the Euro’s.
Second in 2018, Magical has won seven Group 1’s, three each in the last two seasons, and five
against the boys. She was only narrowly beaten by Enable in the ’18 renewal – 9L back to the third! –
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and comes here off the same British Champions Day short layoff. There are slight niggles about the
12f trip and fast ground.
Tarnawa is unbeaten in three this year, including Group 1 scores in the Vermeille (1m4f) and Opera
(1m2f). She stays well, has a terrific turn of foot and has won six of her last eight, both defeats
coming in Britain. This is the first time she’s faced male opposition on her 14th lifetime start.
There has to be a good chance that Mehdaayih has been bleeding in her races, having backed out
tamely in her last four. There have been big spaces between the last three, another nod towards
that possibility. If that’s right, then she’ll get Lasix here which ought to help. Regardless, even her
best form is probably a little way off what’s needed to compete here.
The German form of Donjah is decent: he beat and was then beaten by Barney Roy, both verdicts
fine margins in sprint finishes. His best form is on a softer surface, however.
The progressive Lord North goes a mile and a half for the first time. An impressive winner of the 10f
St James’s Palace Stakes (G1) at Royal Ascot, he travelled strongly in the Juddmonte International
before flattening out a bit. He again failed to pick up at Ascot in the Champion Stakes (Magical 3rd)
and has a bit to do to reverse form with Magical.
Pick of the Americans might again be United, whose recent form is 2132211121, almost all in G2
company with the exception of a head second in this race last year to Bricks And Mortar. Although
Europe had a relatively weak team for this last year – much stronger this – it is worth keeping in
mind that only the late Anthony Van Dyck prevented a clean sweep of the superfecta for USA. Just a
head away from a five-from-five record in 2020, United will be making his first trip away from
California.
Red King was the one to break United’s win streak, nicking first run in an 11f G2 with United up in
another stride. Red King won over 1¾m so stays all right; but he’s older than any horse ever to have
won the BC Turf. 53 have tried and failed including plenty of better ones than him.
Channel Maker has won back-to-back 12f G1’s under inspired front-running rides from Manny
Franco. He has nicked five lengths on the entrance to the stretch both times but will be hard pushed
to do that against this strong European squad. He’s another bidding to buck the six-year-old trend.
Mogul is the one I struggle to weigh up: he won the Grand Prix de Paris in good style last time,
getting a paint-scraping run up the inside and stretching away before In Swoop and Gold Trip got to
within a couple of lengths. Has to be a player.

Turf Form Contenders
A very strong Euro team will surely collect this. The challenge is nominating which of Magical,
Tarnawa and Mogul (I suspect it’s between this trio) will do it. United could be worth chucking in the
bottom half of superfecta perms.
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10.13pm GMT: Breeders Cup Classic (1m2f, Dirt)
Key Trends (36 renewals so far)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

All of the last 19 Classic winners had 3-8 runs that season
35/36 ran 1-2-3 LTO (22 x 1st; 8 x 2nd; 5 x 3rd)
32/36 won a G1 that season
36/36 aged 3-5 (6yo+ 0/32) – 3yo 12 wins; 4yo 15 wins; 5yo 9 wins.
20 of last 31 posted stamina (6f+) workout since last run
10/11 40+ day layoffs posted Bullet AND/OR Stamina works since last run
9/12 3yo winners ran in at least one Triple Crown race (1 exception was a Euro, 1 was 2016
winner, Arrogate)
21 of the last 25 posted 100+ Beyer last time but below previous best (19 winner, 106, new
Beyer top)
Where no distance form, check breeding for stamina credentials

How the runners fit

Pace:
Authentic (9) and perhaps Global Campaign (7) look likely to vie for early primacy in a field with
a very balanced pace profile. Pretty much all ought to get a fair crack at the biggest prize of the
lot.

Key Trials:
See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2020-video-form-guide/ for race videos

Trends Contenders:
Improbable, Maximum Security, Tiz The Law

Classic
Tacitus has been in the frame in all six 10f starts (one win, two 2nd, three 3rd). Beaten into third when
trying to make all at odds-on in the JC Gold Cup last time, slightly squeezed into straight, run of race
probably against him (never won from the front). Will be suited if this becomes a real test, though
likely still not good enough.
Tiz The Law was dominant in a weak-looking Travers (G1, 10f) but could not go by Authentic in the
Ky Derby (G1, 10f) when the latter had done a fair bit to get the lead that day. Not convinced by his
stamina if it is quick early.
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By My Standards had every chance in the Whitney (G1, 9f) but was not closing on Improbable, the
winner there, like he wanted this extra distance. Only run over 10f was in the 2019 Ky Derby on a
sloppy track. Can put a line through that so jury out on staying credentials.
Tom’s d’Etat lost five lengths when stumbling at the start in the Whitney and finished best of all to a
2½L third off steady fractions; that can be marked up a little. This seven-year-old (!) had previously
won four G1 or G2 races in a row, including an unequivocal score against By My Standards in the
Stephen Foster (G2, 9f). He’d be the first 6yo+ to win the Classic – 32 have previously tried and
failed, though few with his compelling profile. Has to prove he stays the tenth furlong: looks like he
will.
Title Ready looks to have a mountain to climb on all known form.
Higher Power, third in the Classic last year on home dirt, has looked a little one-paced over 10f this
season, first behind Improbable in the Hollywood Gold Cup (G1) then when only fourth to Maximum
Security in the Pacific Classic (had a three wide trip off very even fractions). At least a step slower
than last season.
Global Campaign went trap to line in the G1 Woodward, setting an easy half mile before quickening
through the third quarter. Always holding Tacitus, again beaten at odds-on here. Had previously won
a 9f G3, leading into the straight and then battling back when looking beaten (beat a weak finisher
there: 0 wins, 9 places from 11 starts last two seasons). Likely to be part of the early speed.
Improbable sat last of five in 9f G1 last time, before coming five wide and waltzing away from
Maximum Security by five lengths. Won three G1’s in a row, including over 10f, and is versatile
tactically. Looks the right favourite.
Authentic will gun for the lead early, as he has done in his last six of seven races. Hung on
tenaciously in the Ky Derby when Tiz The Law came to him. Failed by a nose in the Preakness over
half a furlong less, having faced tag-team pace contention; would probably have passed Swiss
Skydiver over the Classic distance – there were ten lengths back to the third there. Crossing swords
on the speed early is the big worry with him.
Maximum Security was no match for a waited-with Improbable last time but has won both 10f
starts (although DQ’d from 2019 Ky Derby). Drug issues at the start of this year meant a stable
switch – from Jason Servis to Bob Baffert – and Baffert had done well prior that recent start. Often
vies for the lead: if he does so here, he’ll be in overdrive early and from the wide outside; it’s a long
way home from there.

Classic Form Contenders
A fascinating clash of generations and run styles, with stamina questions hurled into the mix, too.
Improbable looks the right favourite and he must surely go very close if he runs his race. If more
than two of these bid for early primacy, I don’t think any of them will last home; but each of
Authentic and Maximum Security has form credentials otherwise. I’m not convinced by the merit of
Tiz The Law’s form. Tom’s d’Etat would be a trends buster and a half but has been running well
albeit at shorter. Not a fan of any of the longer prices in a race where the market looks right.
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